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Happy New Year!

T

he photo that we are using for this issue’s cover was
taken in the early morning of October 2012 by Spencer Spetnagel of King Estate Winery as the sun began to
burn off the fog. It looks across the Lorane Valley from the
winery’s “crush pad.”
The color version of this photograph is breathtaking
and we encourage our readers to view it on our website at:
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/Spetnagel.htm
Thanks to King Estate and Spencer for allowing us to
use it as a cover piece.

When I was a ten-year old bookworm and used to kiss the dust
jacket pictures of authors as if they were icons, it used to amaze
me that these remote people could provoke me to love. ~ Erica
Jong

“Remote”

2013
April - “Game”
July - “Mission”
October - “Reflect”

Upcoming
Deadlines
Spring - Feb 15
Summer - May 15
Fall - August 15
Winter - Nov 15

2014
January - “Best”
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Editorial Perspectives

A

new year is upon us and with a positive outlook for
2013, the Groundwaters staff wishes each of you a
very Happy and Prosperous New Year!
As we publish each issue of Groundwaters, we are always amazed and humbled at the wealth of talent that we
have the opportunity and honor of producing on our pages.
The by-lines occasionally change, bringing us new and fresh
styles, ideas and subject matter, but with every issue, we’ve
increasingly been getting comments about how each seems
to outshine the ones before. We don’t get a lot of feedback,
so when we do get nice comments, they mean a lot.
Our Groundwaters publishing business, which we use
to support the publication of the magazine, is beginning to
take on more and diversified projects. We have already
published our 2-volume poetry chapbook into a single volume paperback that is now listed on on-line book sites. It’s
titled Groundwaters’ Poetry: The Early Years. Now, we
are in the process of publishing a second poetry anthology
using poems that have been included in more recent issues
of the magazine. Also in the planning stages are anthologies of some of our fiction and/or essays, personal experience pieces, etc. We’ll be getting more information on those
to you soon.
In addition, we have been doing major editing and layout work on a new full-length book for one of our contributors and will be converting some of his already-published works for on-line distribution. Others are on the
horizon for us, as well.
If this is something that interests you, we would be
glad to discuss our rates and methods.
Our goal has never been to profit from the magazine,
but we need to continue to look for ways to pay the increasing costs of toner, paper, insurance and repairs. In these
economically-challenged times, donations are not plentiful and we don’t have the heart to ask for pledges, but we
are very grateful for whatever flows in. We do ask that our
readers consider giving subscriptions to the magazine to
their family and friends or availing themselves of our inexpensive editing, publishing and print services that produce newsletters, posters, flyers and other small print jobs.
We will do whatever we can to ensure that
Groundwaters continues to serve our writers and readership.
Happy New Year to All!
pe

Rogue River Reflections
I savored the beauty and knew solitude,
In deep dark canyons serene.
I sought to express my gratitude,
Amid the oak and lush evergreen.
I crossed the barren, mossy rock ledges,
Amongst the sleek cougar’s lair.
I scaled the ramparts uppermost edges,
Where life and limb hang just by a hair.
Blissfully ignorant of day, month or year,
I’ve lost all track of duty and time.
The bittersweet taste of freedom, the fear,
No want for the dollar and dime.
I’ve choked on the dust, wallowed in mud,
Cursed in vain at the hordes of mosquitoes.
They drove me near mad, siphoning my blood,
A big, buzzing band of marauding banditos.
I broke through deep drifts of hard frozen snows,
Shivered and shook in the torrents of rain.
I hunkered down low when the Nor’wester blows,
Lashing with vengeance, but I relished the pain.
The rapture of river, the music in trees,
Voices I heard from God only knows where.
I answer to no one, there’s no one to please,
Gone stark raving-mad and I don’t seem to care.
The white water’s crashing on river rocks flashing,
The glare of a blaring Sun high in the sky.
Lost in the moment, I find myself asking,
Where would I go if I learned how to fly?
Would I go down the river on past the Big Bend,
Then follow the Sun, to the big salty pond?
I’ll stay in the mountains, ‘til the bad bitter end,
I don’t really care what
may lie beyond.
~ Michael J Barker

Looking for someone to proofread or ed it your manuscript?
Check out Groundwaters Publ ishing, LLC!
We also do layout and design for print-ready files to submit to your publ isher!
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The Philosopher’s
Corner
Thinking outside the box
By Jimminy Cricket

Digging Deep

I

haven’t the remotest idea of what he’s trying to say, I
thought as I tried to listen to his words more intently.
He was a highly intelligent man, with a huge heart, full of
the best intentions. He was a gentle man for whom there
were not enough words to express his deep thoughts; he
quietly waited upon the willing ear that would give opportunity for his thoughts to bubble forth. I sat, listening.
He would have loved to live today on the threshold of
neuroscience and the cutting edge of neuroplasticity and
the revelations of brain/mind science. His was a world of
the past as expressed in his library of the world’s greatest
thinkers, drinking deeply of their thoughts and trying to fit
them into his life. He was slow to judge, patient in all his
doings, detailed in all of his thoughts and words. And, he
was my father-in-law, John Junell. In another life, John
would have been a theoretical physicist or perhaps a guru.
In this life he was a highly skilled and respected watchmaker and in so many ways, my teacher.
John didn’t just have a lot of jumbled thoughts running amok through his head, he thought about his thoughts
and the thoughts of the great thinkers, contemplated them,
and weighed them, fitting them together like the inner
workings of a fine time piece. He didn’t just look at things,
he observed them, carefully examining the minutest detail
and when asked, carefully explained them and what they
might mean. He gave me a lot to think about then and although he’s been gone for many decades, he does so even
today.
John’s explanations of things were never ego-centric;
there was no sense of any need to impress, and he was
gentle in his intentions, manner and copious words. He
shared his thoughts without having to convert the listener.
In his explaining things to me I had the feeling that there
was an undercurrent of him explaining it to himself. In our
many discussions there were differences of opinion, never
disagreements. Words were a bit like the wide variety of
the tiny intricate sprockets, levers, springs and jewels of a
fine watch... each unique piece had a particular place and
purpose, fitting together somewhere, somehow. The purpose of the mind was, by way of thought, to look into that
infinite variety of parts, selecting from among the bits and
pieces and fitting them together into something meaningful, something useful, something new.

He worked wearing a jeweler’s loupe, carefully examining, shaping and fitting the tiny little pieces into tiny
little places in ways that worked smoothly, consistently
and accurately. In like manner he contemplated the thoughts
reflected in the words of others. And yet there was an inner knowing that life was not just gears, cogs, bearings
and springs; that thoughts were so much more than words
strung endlessly together. There was something more;
something more than the words in the books he treasured,
an inner something that inspired those great thinkers and
writers, something within every one of us, no matter how
deeply hidden. It did not have a name, was not defined by
any religion or scientific theory, it simply was and always
has been. John did not try to put a name on it or to define
it. It was the wellspring of inspired thought, of knowing
beyond knowing that transcended the cosmos. Great thinkers somehow tapped into it. You and I, he knew, can tap
into it. Whatever “It” is, it is everywhere present and available. Decades ago, I borrowed one of his books – the writings of Marcus Aurelius. In it I found this line that speaks
to the flow of his deeply motivated thought: “Look within.
Within is the fountain of good, and it will ever bubble up,
if thou wilt ever dig.”
As I said before, John did not simply look, he observed,
peering deeply within the intricate mechanisms of timepieces to understand how they worked and how all things
fit perfectly together; he looked within the words of others
in like manner. And, he looked within himself – the workings of his mind and the inter-workings of his thoughts.
Because he was always digging, there was always something bubbling up. I treasure those times sitting across from
him, listening, trying to hear what was actually being said.
The words bubbled forth and I, in that moment, not having
the remotest idea of where his thoughts were going... ever
so slowly I was being led to understand that the value in
what he said was not in that which I already knew, but in
the new thoughts and awareness his words kindled within
me, those thoughts that inspired me to dig deeper within
my own awareness.
~ Jimminy Cricket
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Newly Published!

PLACE AD FOR
Groundwaters
POETRY ' Poetry:
The
Early
AN
TH
O LYears
OGY
HEREPublished by
Groundwaters Publishing, LLC

We combined the 2-volume set of The Best of
Groundwaters Poetry into one book. Poems are
from the 2004-2009 issues of the magazine.

0
5
.
$7
Order on-line at:
Our eStore at
http://www.createspace.com/
4000680; or...
http://www.Amazon.com;
http://www. BarnesandNoble.
com and others.

Special rates to
poets included in
book!!
Including the poetry of:
Jim Burnett, Jane Capron, Dade Cariaga, Carolyn Carney,
Jennifer Chambers, Renee Dodds, Pat Edwards, Wanda
Edwards, Mildred Graves, Quinton Hallett, Judy Hays-Eberts,
Bridgett Johnson-Elliott, Linsey Kau, Jim Koenig, Alyksys
Lename, Gary L. Lewis, Guy Lundy, Janine Margiotta, Herbert
Medlin, Jean Marie Purcell, Rhonda Deidre Rauch, Janet
Romanek, Sarah Spaulding and June Wyant

To learn more about our returning contributors, check out their webpages on
the Groundwaters website at:
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com
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Ode to Apricot
Apricot, taste of summer
But only if fresh-picked and eaten by the picker
Aroma of a tiny farm on a dirt country road
Peach Avenue, Sherman Oaks, California.
Apricot, essence of my childhood
Straddling branch of an apricot tree, I viewed our onebedroom tiny home, along with chickens,
goats, ducks, cats, big brother Nels, baby Jon, dog Daisy
June and whatever else wandered by.
Apricot ,velvety, soft, yet firm, furrowed like a baby’s
bottom.
Color of blushing sunshine, fits perfectly in a small hand.
Apricot tree reared me, planted within me my adoration of trees.
Sacred sisters, majestic sentinels guard my earth path
still, in pine/fir woodland.
From Dallas wasteland, steel and concrete, I ventured to
Oregon in search of trees.
Apricot, small, sweet, succulent juiciness, one bite heavy
with memories.
Me and my brother selling apricots on the busy street
near our house.
Hammock gently rocking my small girl dreams of
“someday...”,
Back and forth, back and forth, back and forth..
Sleeping outside on cots, waking to sun in our eyes,
delicious warmth.
Spinning stories in grapevine cave, arboring my secret
solitude.
Chasing pet goat Pete, caressing cat Isabel
My mother standing on the front porch my father built,
Wearing her apron, calling us to supper. No one wears
an apron anymore.
Apricot summertime memories. Washing dishes this
morning my grief feels new, raw.
How is it Mama is not here? She would have time at
last, with Daddy gone.
I miss her.
Can’t we hang out together now,
Two wise women shelling nuts and sharing biddy
intimacy?
Poignant longing. How can she no longer be?
The one who birthed, cared for, adored me?
Silently sobbing,
I miss her powerfully.
Apricot memories ripen. Does she see? Can she know?
Time has no meaning.
She left us yesterday, packing with her
Part of me,
23 years ago.
~ Karen Wickham

Welcoming the Shade
By Reida Kimmel

T

hen we moved to our little piece of land in 1969 we
were really broke, but we had our dream. The house
was both unfinished and rundown, the land an eroded scar
not recovered from the huge clear cut that had wiped out
the ancient forest in our part of the valley twenty years
before. Still, we thought, there was room to raise horses,
keep a cow, and have a garden. The land looked rich and
green after the San Diego chaparral. We never guessed
that the three horses and the very unhappy cow and her
calf would make short work of the lush pasture, reducing
it to dust and stubble soon after the late summer’s dormant
season began. The cow experiment was short lived, but
the horses remained. Two Arabian foals delighted us as
they raced up and down our steep hillside. They grew up
to be superb mounts, bold and sure-footed, but the land
cried out for help. I started to read farming magazines and
discovered that five acres is the right amount of land to
support one horse. We had three, and they were all keepers. We made some changes, cross fenced and rotated our
pastures and built a sturdy corral, surfaced first with rock
and then with wood chips. The horses were banned from
the pastures for the entirety of mud season, and we trundled
up and down hills with endless cartloads of manure, shoveled twice daily from the barn and corral. We grew very
strong. The land healed. A small flock of sheep was part of
the equation. They grazed the weeds, even tansy, that horses
won’t touch. Rotated with horses, they greatly reduced the
need to de-worm. The sheep would eat the new growth in
a pasture last used by horses, and with the grasses they
consumed parasite larvae specific to horses. The horses
performed the same service for the sheep.
It was a beautifully managed, picture book mini-farm,
and then in the last two years it all fell apart. One of our
horses developed Cushing’s disease. She has to watch her
weight and sugar consumption very carefully, and she cannot be allowed to graze very long when the grass is green.
For various reasons, including cougar predation, our sheep
flock died. Two wet springs in a row, fertile earth, very
reduced grazing, and the grasses grew three and four feet
tall. It was hard to walk in the pasture. It still is, even after
three months of drought. It is time to make some radical
changes.
It’s sad when you have achieved your dream only to
find that it is the wrong dream. We are giving our land, or
a large part of it, back to the trees. It’s hard work. Chuck
planted the hill pasture with about one hundred trees last
winter, and has been weeding them off and on all summer.
He plans to plant more this winter. A seasonal creek runs
through the pasture by the driveway. A new fence defines
the border between the level well-drained land to be kept

as pasture, and the rest, a steep and boggy wetland. Without interference from livestock, the trees, mostly willow,
that I have planted along the creek over the past years have
grown amazingly this summer. I am finding numerous ash
and red twig dogwood volunteers. These are not glamorous species, but they are right for wet places. Both Chuck
and I have to spend more time and energy than we would
wish weeding our future mini forests.
October days here are a bit chilly, and the sun is hidden by mid-afternoon. As I sit outdoors in the last sunny
spot, chopping apples to make into juice and apple butter,
I think about those early days and all the changes in our
valley. To the south, tall firs shade the back yard where we
used to raise corn, beans and tomatoes. Now the only food
crops that old veggie garden supports are early-producing
rhubarb and asparagus, though roses and saxifrages love
the soft light. The abandoned pasture across the road is a
lush forest. Vultures nest there. Where once I could look
down the valley and see my neighbors’ houses, I can see
only trees. Our pond has changed. Formerly a stark oval of
muddy brown water and weird hairy algae, it is hidden
now by shrubs and trees, planted more than twenty years
ago. The pond is shrinking, eutrophying, but the water is
clear. The increased shade has reduced algae blooms. Fruit
trees border the west side of the pond. They are mostly
apples, the source of the bounty that I am presently putting
away for the future. They too are feeling the effects of the
shade that will eventually embrace most of our land, for
the spindly oak and ash
trees that were here before us are now noble
giants
in
the
westernmost part of our
property. Those big
trees hold moisture under their shade. The tiny
swamp we inherited
with the land has expanded to fill the southwest quadrant of the
pond pasture. No domestic animal wants to graze in the
tule grasses but many birds nest and forage there.
While we weren’t noticing, the forest was returning.
For the most part we welcomed the trees’ beauty and the
cool shade. But we did not make the connection between
the encroaching forest and the fact that our home was not
the place for agriculture. We could not recognize the forest in 1969 because it had been stripped away, or perhaps
we did not want to see it. Two generations of pioneers had
tried to farm up and down Fox Hollow Valley, and none
January 2013
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had been able to scrape out better than a subsistence living. The nature of the land is to be forested. Like King
Canute trying to hold back the sea, we were trying to hold
back the tide of trees. We were actually no different than
the neighbor we mock because his dreary recreation is to
mow each and every weekend and most summer evenings,
trying to conquer the vegetation.
I believe that the forests’ greatest enemies are the timber companies. Calling themselves tree farmers, they spray
to kill every plant that is not a Douglas fir, and succeed
frighteningly well in doing so. We will try to grow our
little woodland gently, letting native species return, planting and nurturing shrubs and trees that belong. We, and
our many like-minded neighbors, can provide refugia, not
only for plant species, but also for the animals that belong
in the forest. It’s going to be lots of work, but we are proud
to be responsible tree farmers.
Reida and her husband, Dr. Charles Kimmel, a research scientist and
professor at the University of Oregon, live on Fox Hollow Road in
south Eugene. Reida is a long-time member of the Eugene Natural
History Society and frequently writes for its magazine, Nature Trails.

Deliveries
I spent a few years, I don’t know, maybe two
Delivering free books to the kids who lived
In the Downtown Eugene Mall.
It made me feel better, I don’t know, maybe
Because in every face I was looking for my brother
Maybe he lived in the Downtown Eugene Mall.
Once a week, I’d load up, go out and deliver
Cheap paperbacks to children too young to look so old
Constantly surprised by the tastes of those I served.
The young girl and the twenty-something man with her
I chose not to think about their relationship
Even when the straps of her tank top kept slipping
down
She liked potboiler romance and young adult fiction
And he sometimes hovered around the edges
While she chose
Occasionally selecting a science fiction for him
Holding it out
Wings of hope in her face unfurling when he took it
from her outstretched hand
I gave a lot of books away
It got depressing when they were still there
In the rain
And my brother is still there, I think
I wonder if anyone brings him books?
~ Jennifer Chambers
8
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Snowflake
I wakened from a long, long night
To a drab and wintery light.
Clouds were heavy, drooping, lazy,
making all the air seem hazy.
I quickly glanced up to the skies
And felt the moisture on my eyes.
My breath was fogged, frozen, frigid.
My thoughts were mindless, numb, ridged.
Awake, the soul within me stirred.
Nature’s happenings occurred.
The frosty atmosphere was filled
With crystal flakes that danced
And milled.
They floated, fell, aroused my passion
In pirouetting skating fashion.
Shimmering softly in their whiteness,
Glistening in a blinding brightness,
They piled upon themselves in fury
Making snowdrifts in a flurry.
Of all God’s gifts I never fail
To look in awe at flakes so frail.
Each piece holds a grand design
That’s all it’s own, and cut so fine
Nothing else can compare,
This creation made so fair.
The Master’s hand that made the sky
And taught His creatures how to fly;
Made the beasts that swim and roam
O’er desert sand and seas of foam
Did make the effort to conceive
The tiny flake so we’d believe
That He is truly wise and great
And care takes of His grand estate.
~ Woes’ kitchen

You Remain Unmoving
I watch you as you sit
as you look at nothing I can see
as you offer no interaction
as you serve no obvious purpose
You sit and sit and sit
yet you expect for me to serve you
yet you pay no attention to me
yet you seem to be absorbed elsewhere
And you offer nothing
though you desire some sort of reward
though you think I’ll bother to do more
though you’ve consumed all that was offered
You’re old before your time
because I’ve got my own part to play
because I won’t sit and watch nothing
because I can’t live for both of us
You won’t even notice
when I go and leave you to yourself
when I’ve had enough of nothingness
when I won’t watch you any longer
One cannot expect strength –
One must use the muscles provided.
~ Judy Hays-Eberts

At Night, Stray Dogs
At night stray dogs come under my house
and lick the pipes
so the gargoyles hiss and spit, their tails
lashing in fury ...
while bats collide in consternation
and confusion

Moon Night
It is a dark night
The sky is black
A bright crescent moon shines down on me
It is a rare moment that takes me places,
Known and unknown
Places seen and unseen.
When did our world become so beautiful?
My memory takes me to my childhood
To joys of playing in Blackledge River
On our farm in Connecticut
Where I would run barefoot up the hill
To our house where I was born –
And grew up close to the earth.
My playthings were sticks and stones
And dirt and leaves,
And frogs and turtles and snakes,
Yes even those.
I had a child’s curiosity and fascination
For all strange and precious creatures.
And now, umpteen years later,
As I look at the moon
That man has walked on,
And now we are looking at Mars,
Is there any limit to what we can do?
~ Dolly Ruth Smith

At night the owl on the coppice hoots
in the silence
and foreboding settles like a cloak
on the landscape ...
in fear of the talons gripping flesh,
the bloodstained snow
At night I, woman, put logs on the fire
because I know
that it keeps the howling wolves at bay;
the flickering light paints the cave safe
while I dream
~ Delina Greyling
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Mr. Potato Head
By Brittany Postle

M

r. Potato Head had no arms.
Sometimes when my friend, Hunter, came over to
play, he would put the arms back on him, but I would quietly remove them and hide them away.
If Daddy had lost his arms in The-Middle-Of-TheEast for doing a great service for his country, then
Mr. Potato Head would lose his arms in TheMiddle-Of-My-Playroom.
I still didn’t understand how Daddy
could have lost them – his arms.
I had searched my own body over and
I couldn’t find the seams where arms
came undone; and, what was he doing that
he was so busy that he forgot where he put
them?
I tried asking Mom where Daddy had left
them in The-Middle-Of-The-East so we could
take an airplane – just like when we flew to
Germany to see Daddy – and bring them back
to him.
Mommy’s eyes looked serious as she sat with
me; the black circles under her eyes looked
like my knee after I fell onto it from Hunter’s
swing set.
“Ryan, your daddy needs us to love him
extra right now. He lost more than his arms over
there. When Daddy is sitting quietly, he is trying to remember what he lost and where he left it. So don’t bother
him. Do you understand?”
As she hugged me, I told her I did, even though I
couldn’t see anything else missing from Daddy. I needed
to get away, to count his toes, check his ears… I needed
Mr. Potato Head to help me with this. I wanted to run to
the back porch, where he sat, but Mommy’s hug felt so
good.
I’d had many hugs since he came home – hugs from
men in clothes like Daddy’s; from crying women; from
men with important voices and shiny metals – from everyone but my dad.
He was sitting in silence by the time Mr. Potato Head
and I found him on the back porch. I tried to see what he
was staring so hard at, but nothing was there that I could see.
Next I stared at my dad. I tried removing Mr. Potato
Head’s feet; but Daddy still had those, all ten toes visible
and accounted for. Next, off came the moustache, but
Daddy had a beard. Ears? Those seemed fine. Hat? Daddy
never wore his special hat anymore – a beret, he had called
it. But hats are easy to replace, I was pretty sure that wasn’t
the other thing he was missing.
I was down to the mouth and eyes.
10
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Daddy didn’t talk much anymore, and when he did, it
was late at night – horrible screams, shouting, crying, then
a slammed door and silence again.
He never told me stories at bedtime or told me he loved
me like he had before his trip to The-Middle-Of-TheEast, but I had heard the shouts at night, so it couldn’t
be his mouth that was missing.
Mr. Potato Head’s black dull eyes stared at me.
Daddy’s were green, but he had the same
look in his eyes as Mr. Potato Head’s plastic eyes.
I had figured it out! Daddy lost
his eyes too. That was why he couldn’t
read to me anymore and why he just sat still
during the day. He was trying to remember how
to see right again.
I went to my playroom and retrieved my
globe. Armed with that and Mr. Potato Head,
who was now whole again minus the eyes and
the arms, I approached Daddy on the porch.
“Daddy?” I nudged his leg with my foot
and he jumped in surprise, his face pale and
sweaty.
“Yes Ryan, what is it?”
© Hasbro
I set Mr. Potato Head down in his lap and
spun the globe to the place where Mommy had pointed for
18 months.
“I think we need to go back to The-Middle-Of-TheEast.”
His face changed colors like the chameleon at Zane’s
Pet Shop – tomato red, pea-soup green and then, marshmallow white.
Looking straight at me, his voice cracked strangely.
“Did your mother tell you to say this?” He demanded. His
voice had the same tone as it did during the nightly shouting, but it was softer and scarier.
Terrified, I burst out crying,
“No. You lost your arms and eyes over there. I thought
if we went and asked for them back, the doctors in Germany could fix you, like you were before. Then you could
see Mommy and me again. Then you could hug me
again…” My gasping for air took over the words.
Daddy stared down at Mr. Potato Head and tears slid
down his own face.
“Go get your mother,” he snapped. “Then go to your
room.”
I abandoned my potato-formed friend and ran for safety.
Daddy hadn’t done that, he had stayed with his friends.
Then he had lost his arms. That made him a hero – I was
no hero.

All I could do was point to the porch and sob when I
reached my mother. She dropped the bowl from her hands
and sprinted towards the back.
I hid beneath my covers, hugging “Perry the Platypus”
that Daddy had given me before he left – back when he
would smile and laugh and play – back when he was whole.
It was dark before my mom came to me.
“Daddy’s going to some new doctors. He wants to get
better for you and me, Ryan. But it’s going to take some
time.”
Mommy stayed with me that night, and for the first
time since Daddy had come home, she didn’t cry. In the
morning, Daddy was gone.
A woman sat with Mommy for a long time, drinking
coffee, patting her hand, handing her papers. I searched
for Mr. Potato Head, but couldn’t find him anywhere.
Halloween came, but Daddy didn’t.
Thanksgiving and Grandma came, but Daddy didn’t.
Christmas and Santa came, but Daddy didn’t.
I thought for sure on my birthday that he would come…
but he didn’t.
There was snow on the ground and it was far into the
New Year when Daddy came. He walked into the yard and
smiled broadly at me, one of his old smiles, somehow made
new.
“Come here, Ryan. I have something for you.”
I cautiously walked up to this new-old Daddy. I hadn’t
seen him since I showed him the globe on the back porch.
From behind his back came a brand new Mr. Potato
Head… and Daddy was holding it with brand new arms!
“The last Mr. Potato Head needed to stay and get better. So I thought we’d try a new start with a new Mr. Potato Head.”
Then Daddy hugged me, his voice was soft when he
said, “They looked everywhere, but they couldn’t find my
old arms, so they made me new ones.”
I didn’t care what they were made of... after all, Mr.
Potato Head’s arms were plastic, too. My daddy was home
and hugging me again – my old daddy, made new.
Brittany Postle is an aspiring writer, born and raised in Springfield,
Oregon. She has an affinity for reading, writing and the outdoors.

I Thought
I thought of poetry as an oblique view.
A place where you could look at life from an angle,
Say the unsayable in designs and patterns;
Speak the unspeakable in circles and squares.
Feelings are shapes; sharp, flat, jagged, icy.
I thought readers would know what pain is;
What hunger is, without sharing the growling and
gurgling.
I thought the word despair meant the same for all.
Without entering the deep dark hole and
Trying to turn it inside out for all to see that
Maybe my despair is different. Not as dark and deep as
theirs.
Are my ragged, jagged edges not as sharp and cold as
theirs?

~ Carolyn Bozanich
Carolyn Crow Bozanich was born in rural Oregon but spent her adult
life in Portland where she retired from the Math Learning Center at
Portland State University. She now again loves her country life, living
near Dexter, Oregon, on her son and daughter-in-law's lovely Christmas
tree farm.

The Presence of Love
At the end of the day,
What’s important is that you have loved;
That every ounce of you is capable
Of great love,
And that you have used your love
In so many ways to nurture, strengthen
And sustain those around you.
In the soft breeze,
In the unending sunsets,
In the wild geese flying overhead.
Always, it is there with you.
And this knowledge is such
That even in times of disquiet,
You can know with certainty
That you’ve made something of your love,
And it’s made something of you.
~ Bridgett Johnson-Elliott
The jarring change going from an urban environment to
an extremely remote natural environment is extremely
inspiring. It's constantly stimulating, it's like a slap in the
face. ~ Carter Burwell
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Then Comes the Time
By Kristen Hendricks

U

ndeniably, cleaning-out time is prime thinking-time.
The retrieval of items forgotten simultaneously sheds
light on the most remote places of one’s mind. Whether it
be the garage or the foreboding junk drawer, there’s nothing like turning a scrutinizing eye toward a daily overlooked jumble to free the mind to do the same to whatever
mish-mash is cluttering up the rear of it as well. That’s just
where she, Delaney, found herself, mind and body.
She sat on the old rug thrown on the cement floor of
her utility room, sailing in the sea of stuff in what was
presently anything but a room of utility. And mind you,
this particular sea had a soundtrack – the blaring best of
Ken Burns accompanied by a band of wild giggles from an
equally-wild six- and eight-year old as they played air trumpets and dashed about their country home. She hoped and
prayed that the novelty and exhilaration of jazz would hold
off the pair as she set sail in a desperate attempt to organize.
The temptation was to simply get lost in the books, the
papers, the art supplies all crammed in here; enjoy the voyage as well as the distracting reappearances of her impish
company. But, there was a job to be done, especially now
that the room officially looked ten times worse than it had
this morning when she had kissed her husband off to work.
Yes, this would have to reach completion.
A year ago, their blessed young family had found the
opportunity to move out of their small town apartment –
“small” as in town as well as apartment – and into what
could only, by comparison, be considered a country mansion. They had pounced on the opportunity to buy it with
ferocity and much praise to a benevolent Father. In the
move, her miscellany had been packed in her most disorganized fashion, then stacked somewhat neatly on great
shelves in their large new utility room which was easily
larger than their previous master bedroom... and there it all
sat.
The year had afforded little time for reading her cherished collection of books, and less time for re-examining
all the clutter of potential that sat in these boxes, but this
was the time... this was the moment. Things were settling,
and it was time to disturb them again. She found that as
she explored the contents of boxes – frames, old projects,
poetry bought at library book sales, tubes of paint clearly
on the run – that had sat for a year on these shelves and for
possibly eight years on other shelves in other closets, the
pile of ideas in the back of her mind had not dared to sit
idly by. They had been weaving themselves and had been
at work, creating, all this time. It seemed that as her hands
touched each item, it called roll to some mysterious and
frazzled worker in her mind.
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She had felt a “knowing” coming into this project of
sorting, for if her mind were a building, it was inhabited
by many, many busy women bustling, bustling. And it could
be noted that, on many occasions, the crew might be at
work on something such as, say, dinner, and notice a serious power surge in the edifice of thought. This might be
manifested in the young woman’s actual life by the fact
that she often times was completely unaware of what she
was doing. She may be startled out of her routine reverie
by the whistling of a kettle and have to rack her brain as to
why it was ever on the stove. Or she might be seen delivering dinner plates to the table with two forks apiece; scatterbrained... that’s the word. She had even brought it up in
her weekly prayer group for mothers once. Afterward she
came to regret mentioning it because, she had a feeling
that maybe this was not to be prayed away, nor should she
attempt to do so.
And so she sorted... similar items all together. What
had been a sea might now resemble what she had figured
an aerial view of what Minnesota might look like – “The
Land of 10,000 Lakes.” You might not expect that a person could have such an array of magazine clippings, ribbons and collections of some sort of doodads she was currently labeling “glueables” stored in these boxes, but there
it was. It was a mixed-media explosion. And it was
Delaney’s cornucopia. Now that the lakes each had a name
and were no longer the sea called “Chaos” it was puttingaway time... but only for some things. Other things were
headed on a sort of voyage.
You see, the day before, with the help of thick washcloths placed under furniture legs so as not to scuff the
floor, she had managed to rearrange their living room, but
it was not to provide a more thorough cleaning of the room,
though she did have the impression that other women regularly did this. The young wife and mother had filed that
little cleaning tip away for later, but she was still waiting
for the idea of hidden dust bunnies to bother her. At any
rate, she moved the furniture and, to her credit, did some
dust extermination, but she had other aims in mind, as
well. With the placement of a long, thin table in the new
space she had created between the back of the couch and
the wall, plus a couple of totes and drawers that slid stealthily underneath the long table, she had a workbench – a
covert work area, right in the middle of family action, right
in the middle of life – ready to host a variety of creative
endeavors.
Having found sufficient homes for many of the lakes,
she piled those remaining into a large laundry basket and
shuffled it into the living room. Her two delightful elves
continued to be entranced as they were now being intro-

duced to the vocal styling of one Miss Billie Holiday.
Delaney lamented the invention of auto-tuning briefly as
she began to stow away her vast implements of creation
into their new homes under the long table there in the living room.
She felt dreams coming forward. They were not big
dreams; certainly they were not the ‘all-or-nothing’ sort.
They were simple; they were little inspirations, long-stored.
No, they were not the ideas, they were the muses, and they
were being welcomed and integrated. Since the mixed-up
days of high school when she had met a certain Carpenter,
she had no need of fulfillment, but she had been attentive
to Him; plus then to him as well, her good husband; plus
then to them, these dear rascals. She had listened closely
enough to know that sometimes you are called to step softly
in traveling this path winding ahead. But sometimes you
are called to the free, raw and untamed steps of jazz. And
when you have listened, and the Good Shepherd has called
for a new groove, it’s only lame excuses that can hold you
back. Those she had now secured into the farthest, most
remote places of her mind, and steady as she goes – for the
most part.
I'm a stay-at-home mother and homeschooler, age 25.

Remembering Nouna
By Demetri Liontos

I

remember her now, not as she was at the end but as she
entered my life over sixty years ago in Montreal. My
mother told me to call her “Nouna,” which means godmother in Greek.
Dutifully, I’d look up to the well-dressed lady with the
nice smells and say thank you for the treats she always
brought. Candy, toys, clothes, anything was likely to come
out of Nouna’s big, bright red bag, and a boy of six was
easily pleased.
My family was not well-off then, but of course, like
most children, I didn’t know life could be any different.
Yet on days when Nouna came, I felt a surge of joy and
anticipation: What would come out of her big bag today?
One day near Christmas she arrived wearing a soft fur
collar with the head of a fox on one end. I timidly kissed
her cheek, rosy and
cold from the winter
air, and came face to
face with the beady
eyes of the fox head.
When I recoiled,
Nouna laughed heartily. “My goodness,
don’t be scared,” she

said in her heavy accent. “It won’t bite you. It’s dead!” I
wasn’t so sure. Soon she pulled out a large, shiny package
from her bag. I quickly tore through the wrapping and cardboard box. Inside was a large, toy fire engine, its sides
painted gleaming red with gold letters. My mouth was
agape.
“Don’t you like it?” she said. Like it? It was what I
wanted most that Christmas. I jumped up and hugged her.
“Ah, now you not so scared of fox, eh?”
One summer on a hot, humid Sunday we went to have
dinner where she lived on Delormier Street in Montreal’s
East End. It was a long walk across Lafontaine Park, where
I often played with my friends, but it was a special day
because my father wasn’t working. When we got to her
house, I realized it was much grander than where we lived.
We climbed the stairs and already I could smell the wonderful wave of her cooking—borsht, roast chicken, stuffed
cabbage—as she greeted us in her warm manner. Inside, a
feast had been laid out, and I noticed a group of men in the
corner playing cards and drinking beer. She introduced
them and soon we all sat at the table eating, laughing, with
Nouna orchestrating the proceedings.
She had emigrated from the Ukraine before World War
II and married a friend of my father’s. She’d brought little
with her other than her cooking skills and boundless energy. In time, she taught herself some Greek, and we conversed in a mix of English and Greek. Years later, I reflected on how difficult it must have been for her to not
only learn the English and French required to function in
Montreal, but to also learn the Greek of her husband’s heritage. Nouna seemed to plow happily through these languages, not worrying much about pronunciation or errors,
and communicating just fine.
When Nouna retired from the restaurant business that
she and my godfather owned, she moved to Val-David in
Quebec’s lovely Laurentian mountains.
Over the years, my brothers and I found many excuses
to “drop by” and swim in Golden Lake, a small but sublime body of water next to her rustic cabin.
One warm day, Nouna returned from the village on
foot, sweating and carrying her groceries. “What happened
to your car?” I asked.
“Oh, Maria (her name for the aging Volvo) wouldn’t
start, so I left her there to rest. I’ll go back tomorrow when
she not so tired.”
A few years ago, my older brother telephoned from
Montreal to tell me that my godmother had died. My Nouna
dead. It hardly seemed possible.
If anyone could have lived forever, it would have been
her. She was 96, had led a good life on her own terms, and
had shown us all what it meant to be fiercely independent.
Whenever I think of Nouna now, I always remember the
rosy-cheeked, smiley-faced lady who wore a fox around
her neck, and had the good sense to give me a shiny red
fire engine when I needed it most.
January 2013
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The Goose and Gander
By John Henry
In every walk with nature one receives far more than he seeks.” – John Muir

T

he goose and the gander hatched in nearby lakes during the same springtime. They flew off with their flocks
in the same week and wintered fifty miles apart in Texas.
On their return migratory flight, their flocks landed on Lily
Pond in the north Minnesota wilds. Their life together began here. The gander swam near her and she was open to
accept his advances. There was another young gander who
was very interested in her but she had already accepted her
first suitor. Our gander chased the second suitor away. He
and she were coupled together, a lifelong arrangement.
The goose and the gander waded in the shallows together and ate their fill, alternating looking out and feeding. They swam together and nuzzled necks and preened
each other. They were mated forever. They bred with fervor and she laid eggs and they raised four goslings. The
goose led the young and the gander kept rear guard.
Season after season, the goose and the gander were
inseparable. They were bonded, united together. Their life
in the ponds and lakes was a water dance, each synchronized to the other. They had brood after brood of healthy
goslings, raising strong progeny. The goose and the gander
were partners for life, nature’s perfectly matched pair.
And one year, the Minnesota winter came early, with a
savage furry. The snow and Arctic winds blew and the small
ponds iced beneath the geese’s feet. The flock was still
fattening itself for its migratory flight south, but nature
dictates its own rhythm. The harsh weather alerted the geese
that it was time to leave the wild north lake and fly south.
The goose and the gander were neatly tucked midway
in the flock’s “V” formation. He was behind her when the
gusting gale scattered the flock. She honked and honked
her location. Other geese honked but he followed her sound.
He veered to the west, following her. The snow was thick
with ice, pelting them, and they honked their location as
they flew parallel courses with the howling wind pushing
them away from each other.
The gander fought another gust but was buffeted upwards. He honked and she answered. He saw her so far
below. She could not gain an updraft, so she held as steady
a course as possible, awaiting him. He flapped and lowered himself, soaring toward a rendezvous. The snow thickened and he called out louder as he lost sight of her. Her
faint response was much farther off. He tried to speed up
and kept honking, letting her know they would be together
soon.
The goose saw a lake below as she penetrated dark
black clouds. She honked to him repeatedly as she lowered her feet and slowed. She saw other geese bobbing
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below and angled her wings for further descent. The gander answered her entreaty and followed her down. She
slowed to landing speed, blown side to side by bellowing
wintry winds.
The goose was struck by the steel shot, never hearing
the boom, boom, boom, boom. The hunters’ blind was alive
with orange wool hats popping up and fire spitting out of
their sticks. Down she plummeted, losing all grace and
control as she skid on her shattered wing onto the water.
The gander was still far above her but heard the booming
retorts.
Lightening flashed, flashed again and again; not from
above but from below. The gander continued his descent
and honked to her with each breath. He saw a boat
leave the blind, where the lightening had come. The gale blew
and the gander was

swept away. He looked below and the whitecaps swelled,
the wind became more violent. The boat returned to shore.
The snow whited out the gander’s view of the goose and
then he lost sight of the lake.
The gander flapped his wings, slowly circling against
the gale’s power. He flew in the direction of the goose.
There were lightening flashes from above and the sky was
dark purple with heavy snow falling on his wings. He
honked, calling her over and over. He was panicked and
disoriented. He flew low over the water, listening for her.
The gander heard only the savage waves crashing and the
freezing wind roaring.
The gander tired and he could not fly against the gale
and snow. He was pushed back. The lightening crashed
and in the light he saw a cove nearby, where wooded land
reached into the lake. He flew into this forested haven and
landed in the icy water. He called to her a few times, more
and more feebly.
The gander was near exhaustion. He made his way onto
shore. The lake was frothing and crashing, the surf pounding. The gander honked until weariness defeated him. He

waddled away from the shoreline, lying under cover of
thick brush. He tucked his head under his wing and slept.
In the morning it was heavily overcast with light snow
mixed with rain. The gander was startled awake by the
lumbering clamor of hunters. They entered boats and rowed
out to floating blinds. They put out rigid geese decoys that
rocked in the lapping water. There was soon honking from
the blinds that no goose would ever make; but a sound that
might fool geese that had flown a long distance and needed
a refuge.
The gander watched. A short time later, a “V” of geese
circled high above and he heard the false honks from the
blinds calling to them. The geese came in warily toward
the decoys and the fire sticks burned red in the dawn and
the boom after bloody boom shattered the lake’s tranquility. Dogs swam out from the blinds and retrieved the geese
that could not fly again.
The gander suddenly flew away from his haven and
honked for his goose. He flew low, close to the water, crying out for her. The boat’s fire sticks boomed red thunder
at his passing. The gander went back and forth along the
shore. He saw her. She had been blown far down the shore
by last night’s storm, away from the blinds. He landed and
paddled to her, honking softly to reassure her. She was not
moving, her long graceful neck was wilted, twisted. She
was on the shore, muck on her body. The gander gently
prodded her to wake her. She did not respond. She was not
herself; she did not move.
The gander stayed by her all that day. He lay by her
side, honking gently by her bloodied head. Light snow and
cold returned that night. He heard the snow crunch and the
brittle brush crackle. He left her and swam through the icy
water, into the golden reeds and waited. The noise came
nearer the shore. A coyote warily sniffed the air and came
toward the goose. The gander honked loudly in alarm. The
coyote stopped head up, looked at the frigid lake and listened.
Sleet pummeled the gander. The thick reeds were covered with knife-edged ice sheaths. The gander went to open
his long wings and fly at the coyote but his wings hit the
sharp edges of the dense reeds, rigid and unyielding. He
cried out in anger. With a surprise kamikaze dive at the
coyote, he might have startled his foe away and saved his
goose. His urge to protect his mate made him paddle rapidly toward shore. The water had a crust of thin ice which
hindered his progress, as he wended his way past the reeds
toward her. He honked aggressively but the coyote ignored
the gander’s frantic calls and dragged the goose away.
The gander last saw his mate as she was carried off
into a blackberry thicket; the coyote’s jaws bit into her
once elegant long neck. His instinct and experience with
predators cautioned him to stop. She hung limply by the
neck, the coyote’s lethally sharp teeth destroying the
gander’s last hope that his goose might recover. He had

seen death up close and personal before, their goslings
had been attacked by pike in the lake; young geese taken
by raptors from the sky; and other geese savaged by coyotes on the ground.
The gander went to the last place his mate had rested.
He sat on her feathers and he understood that she was forever lost to him. He was exhausted and numb. He listened
beyond hope and sense for her honking to him. He listened for that irreplaceable sound that, in all creation, resonated deepest in his core. She alone gave him a complete,
fulfilled life. He was to be forever separated from her intimacy and companionship. Winter wind howled across the
lake and the gander turned, hiding his head from the chilling lamentation.
In the morning, the gander shuddered awake. He shook
the frost off and fluffed himself. He rose to his feet. He
felt winter in his marrow. His instincts made him stretch
and flex his powerful wings. The gander would not honk
for his other half. He had lost her. He looked over the cold
blue lake and the golden reeds were red in the dawn’s fresh
light. His instinct harkened him to fly south, away from
wintry Minnesota, from the predators, and from his dead
mate. The gander’s wings stroked the air and he rose upward. He flew along the shore line, toward the hunters’
blind. He heard the imitation goose-like honking in the
distance. The gander glided, catching an updraft. He soared
effortlessly, circling higher and higher above the lake. Turning to the south, the gander was blinded by the sun’s brilliance, as guns boomed far below him.

Gentle Winds
A gentle breeze flows
the tree tops sway
as nodding their approval.
The Gate swings
hinges squeak a Hello
to Welcome you in.
Flowers nodding their heads
as conducting a Symphony
in rhythm to the Song Birds.
Gentle Winds, warm Rains
freshness fill the Air
A newness for All to share
~ Jessie Stinson
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The Sea Remembers All
By Robert D. Geller

T

he sea was angry today! The waves are as tall as
mountains. This large whaling ship is shaking violently
from side-to-side with huge amounts of water being thrown
at the ship as it sails south to the whales. It is dark outside
and it reminds me of the loneliness I felt my first few weeks
at sea, three years ago.
But, tomorrow, everything will change – we will be in
“Whale Country,” the Baja Peninsula, off the coast of southern California. It’s the first opportunity this crew will have
to see and hunt the whale, especially the humpbacks. The
whale pods will include the
newborn calves swimming
up from the warm waters of
Mexico.
It’s 1905, and The Boston, our mother ship out of
San Francisco, has been at
sea for two weeks – the wait
is over. At this place last year
we had a great harvest – we
killed many large pods of
humpbacks,
including
twenty-five calves.
I begin to reflect on what
I’d witnessed then... I remember it well...
We had all six of the
longboats in the water, fishing. The kills were almost
too easy, save one. We had just killed three calves and
were bringing them back to the mother ship, when unexpectedly, a female whale appeared and attempted to ram
our boat, which was towing the dead calves. Fortunately,
two of the other longboats saw what was happening, and
after a furious battle, they killed the female whale and tied
her to the mother ship for processing. Without warning, a
huge humpback began to nudge the bound-dead female.
After a few minutes, it slipped silently into the Pacific
Ocean. It was a strange set of circumstances. I have often
wondered since, could a whale become furious and dangerous in the open sea?
So, here I am, beginning my third whaling season –
four more exciting months at sea with good pay. I’m Robert Kenneth Lee, at your service...

R

obert, you’ll be standing watch at two o’clock in the
morning. Keep your eyes open. You don’t want to
miss anything.” It was the captain’s first mate, Paul Steel,
a hulk of a man, six-foot-six, and three hundred pounds.
He’d been whaling all of his forty years. His father was a

“
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whaler who took him on his first hunt at the age of six.
He’d never wanted to do anything else.
After Paul left, Robert went on deck to smoke and
watch the porpoises swimming around the ship. “A good
sign of luck,” he thought. The weather had changed; the
wind was up, and you could see more whitecaps. The water was getting rougher. After climbing into his bunk, Robert slept the sleep of the dead until a bright light interrupted his slumber, “Robert, it’s your turn to be on watch,”
Jack said, as he hung the lantern in Robert’s face.
“Okay, okay, I hear you
calling. Keep the light up so
I can dress.” Robert dressed
quickly and asked, “What’s it
like out there?”
Jack thought for a moment. “Well, me boy, it’s
blowin’ from the north an’
makin’ us dance to the beat
o’ the waves. Dress for wet,
dress for cold, and hurry!”
Robert put on a heavy
woolen sweater and his rain
gear and went topside. It was
a dark night with no light in
the sky. “It’s the devil’s playground,” Robert thought. It
gave him an eerie feeling.
The dark was not friendly to
him; He could be scared even when it was light, but in the
dark, he got no sense of where danger might lurk. It left
him feeling isolated and alone. Unfortunately, his worst
fears were about to come to pass.
Robert strained his eyes to see, but nothing had form.
It was as if he had walked into a mine, hundreds of feet
below the earth’s surface, and upon his arrival, the lights
went out – leaving him with that fear, alone. The very
thought made him feel the cold in his bones! The wind had
changed direction. It was now out of the west and blowing
strongly. His watch was almost over and his teeth were
chattering!
“Robert, me boy, always get yoursel’ a cup o’ coffee
before turnin’ in. It lets yer senses slow down and gives ye
somethin’ warm fer yer belly.” His relief had arrived. “Git
yer rest now. You’re on watch agin, early mornin’. But
today, me boy, there may be whales – get your rest while
ye can.”
Robert went below and crawled into his hammock with
his clothes on, and went right to sleep despite the knockin’
of his knees.
“Thar she blows!”

“She blows on the starboard side.” The noise that followed those cries brought him back to life. He was in his
shoes and topside before he knew what he was doing, Robert joined his mates at longboat number two and they lowered her into the water and began to row. The cadence was
fast, and they responded in kind. All six boats were in the
water and about five hundred yards in front of them were
whales – more whales than you could count.
“Row, lads, we don’t git money fer watchin’ the whales,
but for killin’ ‘em. Row, ye men o’ the sea, row! Put yer
backs in it.”
Something told Robert to look back at The Boston. As
he pulled on the oars, he turned around to look – it was a
brief glance, but what he saw was unbelievable. No, that
couldn’t be right. He thought he saw a huge humpback
strike The Boston amidships. Robert looked at Travers, the
longboat captain, and his face told the story – his mouth
was wide open and his eyes shone the fear that he felt.
“Forgit the pod, we be returnin’ to The Boston. She’s
bein’ attacked by one o’ them devils.”
The other men in the boats turned around quickly and,
sure enough, the whale was rushing toward The Boston
again! Tragically, she hit the ship and pieces of wood went
flying fifty feet into the air. The ship was being terrorized
by a whale. All six longboats began rowing back to the
mother ship.
You could see The Boston was taking on water, and
the whale that last hit the boat was still there, but not moving. Robert’s boat was the first one back to the mother
ship. The whale was dead in the water and there was blood
everywhere.
“Oh, my God!” Robert looked past Travers, only to
find another humpback streaming toward their longboat.
“Move us away, holy Jesus!” Travers yelled.
The crew reversed quickly, and just as they thought
safety was at hand, the whale changed course and jumped
over the dead whale, maybe twenty-five feet in the air. It
missed their boat by five feet, going under them and swimming away.
The men in the longboats returned to The Boston to
find the rest of the crew trying to save the ship. The main
support girders amidship were cracked cleanly and taking
on water. The crew was trying to shore-up the cracks
amidship and seal off the leaking water with black, heated
pitch. The sea was aroused, with twenty- to twenty-fivefoot waves crowned with whitecaps, and the day turned
gray with the promise of rain in the air.
“Robert, help the gang to shore-up the walls
belowdecks on the starboard side.” Everyone was busy doing something, and the feeling of fear was written in their
eyes.
All the ship’s lanterns were being used to illuminate
the broken side of the ship. Large six-foot boards were
being nailed across the damaged side of the ship. A third
of the crew was manning the pumps, trying to keep the

incoming water from sinking the ship. It took them four
hours to patch and mend the bracing on the starboard side.
Travers appeared back from his mess break. “Robert,
go eat!”
“Aye, sir!” Robert got up and looked back over the
starboard side of the ship and found an empty sea; the
whales were gone.
Robert got halfway up the stairs when something
slammed into the damaged side of the ship once again. It
knocked Robert off the stairs onto a coil of rope on the
second deck. His head hit a beam, causing a deep gash
across his forehead, but that wasn’t important now.
Whatever hit the ship had knocked down all of the
newly-installed support beams. Everyone was yelling.
Robert couldn’t get up because he still felt dizzy, so he sat
on the floor and watched the catastrophe unfold.
The crew frantically started again to nail the boards
back into a support position when, the ship took another
massive blow. The head of a huge whale came through the
hole and instantly took three crewmen into its mouth. They
were gone.
Water was everywhere and Robert threw seawater on
his face to revive himself and worked his way to the stairwell. All but two of the lights were out, and the eerie shadows told the story. Danger was covered by the darkness.
An unseen vision of personal fear gripped the men of The
Boston.
Robert got to the upper deck to see the crew attempting to launch the longboats. He ran to longboat number
two and helped his mates lower her into the water. They
all jumped into the water and climbed into the longboat as
The Boston quickly and quietly slid into an angry sea and
disappeared.
There were four boats abreast of them. Without warning, not more than 15-feet away, a huge humpback appeared
below boat number three and capsized it. The humpback
quickly surfaced with his mouth foaming. Three men, who
were in the water, vanished as the humpback submerged
again. The men in longboat number two were paddling out
of synch with each other, trying to escape the macabre
behavior of the whales.
Then Travers yelled, “Row for yer lives! The devil
wants his due! The whales are coming fer us. THEY’RE
COMING FER US! Lord Have Mercy!”
Out of nowhere came a huge humpback that landed on
the back of boat two. No more than a foot away, the whale’s
huge left eye was staring right at Robert.
Robert froze and in that moment, the pain of death
touched his being.
The sea remembers all!
I'm a 75-year-old kid who loves his grandkids and enjoys writing stories.I
guess that makes me a storyteller.
(Robert would like to receive feedback on his story. Please
email him at brklynboy75@yahoo.com)
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Arms of the Present
i am by no means
the judge
don’t wish to be
the jury
i just want to lay here
in your arms

Just One More, Pleezz
I see her standing at the stove,
turning out thin pancakes for the hundredth time,
cooking a little something from her
Swedish farm girl history
dressed in
a pocketed apron
her garment of worthiness.
she notices the
batter getting low and the last of the butter now glued
to its wrapper .
shes tired..
but into the cast iron skillet she ladles her smile
for her grandchildrens’ breakfast.
“just one more grandma...
pleeezz.”

i am no longer
angry
or full of
...fury
i am simply bedazzled
by your charms
just laying here
in the arms of the present
no longer living
in the past
trying to learn something
from each new moment
trying to make it last

With a broken-handled spatula
she serves up her love
as she plates the crepe thin pancakes
into extinction.
Suddenly, I am missing her
and I want to ask her
“Mom, just one more pancake...
pleezz!”

i am not
longing
to touch tomorrow
for i can smell
the sense of
today

~ Barbara Newman

i know that
tomorrow
will be
taken care of
for wisdom
is showing the way

First Date

just laying here
in the arms of the present
no longer living
in the past
trying to learn something
from each new moment
trying to make it last

They look like a first date
her eyes big; hands clasped awkwardly,
tense, in a seemingly casual pose
under her chin. A spring unsprung.
~ C. Steven Blue

He squirms a little in his seat,
folds and unfolds the napkin,
both so shy … Oh Lord, have Mercy!
Bestow on them the gift of ease.
~ Delina Greyling
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Overheard Overhead and Elsewhere
By Mary Lou Bennett

T

he first time I realized that I could hear animals speak
was in Florence where we lived for a while after our
retirement. The guy who delivered the daily newspaper
tossed it onto our driveway from a car which meant it landed
randomly or banged against the garage door. Very early
one chilly morning I trekked out to the driveway in slippers and robe, aware that sensible people were still asleep
in their snug beds. I’d almost reached the driveway when I
heard it, a snuffling sound. Then I saw it: a bear as tall as
the house. No, it was taller!
I distinctly heard what he/she said, “Get out of my way,
Lady. I’m hungry for my breakfast. Move away from the
newspaper and nobody will get hurt.”
I froze, a statue furiously trying to recall all the do’s
and don’t’s of bear encounters.
Let’s see, back away slowly?
Or run for dear life?
Which? Which?
Avoid eye contact that could be interpreted as a challenge. Who? Me? Challenge a bear? I think not.
Or maybe give the steady “Who’s-afraid-of-the bigblack-bear, stand-your-ground” stare?
More snuffling.
I fled to indoor safety.
Without the newspaper.
It was when we landed in Eugene – “Only in Eugene
could this happen!” – that I began overhearing creatures
converse with one another. The first time I was out for my
evening walk which is fast and purposeful. As I trotted
along, I saw two seagulls, one leading the way, the other
behind him, shrieking.
That’s when I heard what She-Who-Shrieked was saying. “Oh, no, Mr. Never-Stop-to-Ask for-Directions. You’re
sure you know the way. Didn’t I tell you to stop and ask
those geese in the vacant lot how to get back to the coast
where we belong?”
Her mate didn’t say a word, he just kept on flying. In
the wrong direction.
Next I discovered the ducks in conversation. Where I
live, there are two ponds with fountains artfully sending
graceful water sprays toward the sky. Only one pond interested me after I noticed it was preferred by duck families
in early spring. I made this a regular stop on my walking
route and was rewarded with the sight of several little females fluttering about on the edges of the water exactly
where nests might be safely built.
“Oh, this is a great site for a nest!” raved one motherto-be.
“I prefer the other side where the grass is greener.”

“This is my first time nesting. Let me stay close to you
ladies and make sure I’m doing things properly.”
“Of course,” said her two elders kindly.
Standing guard were the sleek and iridescent males.
They just glared at me and I heard one say, “Get outa here,
can’t you see my wife’s laying her eggs in the shallows?
Now git! Begone or I’ll nibble your Nikes to nubbins.”
I went on my way but I visited the site regularly. The
females who had disappeared into their nests at last
emerged, accompanied by fluffy little replicas of themselves. The dads strutted around, offering one another cigars and bragging about how many offspring their wives
had produced.
“I got two sons, the rest girls.” Sigh.
“I got all boys and only one girl.” Chest puffed out.
I kept track of the little families for the next few weeks
– there were six pairs in all. One evening I came to the
fountain pool and all the males were gone. The mamas
and babies were serenely paddling around the pool, the
chicks trying to keep up.
“I thought they’d never leave,” said one mama, referring to the males. “They don’t do a lick of work, just stand
around bragging and pretending to be tough guys.”
“It’s so peaceful now without all that puffing and posturing. You’d think nobody ever had offspring before.”
The talk turned to gossip so I tiptoed away.
Soon they were all gone, having relocated on the nearby
lake. I walked from the fountains to the gazebo overlooking the lake. There I leaned over the railing and watched
all the little duck families, now joined together from other
nesting sites. They swam grandly in their new home on
the lake, their babies growing stronger. They were regularly schooled in survival techniques by doting parents.
The moms led the family parades up and down the lake,
the dads brought up the rear, ready to defend their offspring.
I couldn’t hear their conversations from this distance.
That’s all right. We all deserve our privacy.
Anyone can hear these animal conversations. You just
have to listen hard and stay open to the experience. Either
that, or you have to have a vivid imagination. Or maybe all
that’s required is being just a little looney.
Mary Lou Bennett taught in the Speech Communication
department at Oregon State University for six years. She then
coordinated and taught in the turning Point Transitions Program at
Linn-Benton Community College.
Upon retirement she and her husband moved to Florence and
later to Eugene where she re-kindled her enthusiasm for writing poetry
and prose.
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Sitkalidak Island – As Remote as it Gets!
By Mildred “Millie” Thacker Graves

I

n 1978, my son, Dana, persuaded a friend to head to Alaska to seek the adventure of a lifetime. After much planning and
preparation, they set off from Seattle by way of the Alaska Marine Highway, the state-operated ferry system, to begin a
backpacking trip over the Chilkoot Pass, the path used by the gold seekers in the 1800s. After completing that portion of the
trip, they made their way to Kodiak Island where they found a job rounding up wild cattle on an uninhabited 117-square mile
island named Sitkalidak Island, off the southeast coast of Kodiak Island toward the Aleutian Chain. It, along with Sitkinak
and Tugidak, are known as the Trinity Islands.
The cattle on Sitkalidak were the remains of a former cattle operation which was part of a federal land-lease program
where rangeland was available for a certain price. In the failed attempt, the cattle were abandoned to survive as best they
could. The cattle had not only survived but reproduced, as well—although not in the best condition.
Dana and his friend arrived there with their personal items and a load of groceries by plane, a Grumman Goose. They
were met by the sole inhabitant of the island, an Eastern-Oregon cowboy from Jordan Valley, and from that point the
adventure continued to unfold.
Basically, during their time there, they lived on sourdough and whatever the sea provided, which was mainly salmon.
The island was ringed by small streams emptying into the sea. Whenever they needed fish for survival, they took a wheelbarrow, waded in the stream and picked up the salmon by their tails or kicked them onto the shore and loaded them in the
wheelbarrow for the trek back to the cabin. The collapsible fishing poles they packed on the journey north were never used.
As they stated when questioned about whether they did much fishing while in Alaska, “We never even got the line wet.”
Through it all, the Lord and the sea provided, augmented by the occasional food drops or landings (weather permitting), by
“the Goose,” which also made sporadic mail deliveries.
The following story, “The Outhouse” is based on one of the humorous tales that were frequently repeated upon their
return to the “Lower 48.”

The Outhouse
By Millie Graves

M

the back of each page before sending it to its watery grave.
uch about Sitkalidak Island was primitive but the
With three people tearing out the pages, it was impossible
outhouse was in a class of its own! It was resting
to piece together a continuous saga. As they picked up the
on skids and had a breathtaking view of the mountains. If
current Louis L’Amour novel which had been sacrificed
desired, the outhouse could be repositioned to take advanto the “good cause,” it always became apparent that sometage of the scenery that was the most compelling. One
one had been there before you—and
requirement for the use of the outhouse,
though, were waders (waterproof can- ... the only toilet paper available now you were faced with more questions than answers. Still, knowing what
vas boots that came up to the knees)
consisted
of
pages
ripped
out
of
was ahead, they could not avoid the
since the outhouse, according to the
three people who used it, was “self- Louis L’Amour paperback novels... temptation of reading the pages. They
were hooked! In summer, it was no
flushing.” It was located in the surf and
small
matter,
but
winter
was a different scenario. Still, they
was thereby flushed twice daily by the tide. In summer it
persisted – until one winter evening when the days were
was a great place to contemplate whatever might be on
short and nights were long and the supply of Louis L’Amour
your mind at that particular time.
novels was dwindling, the three of them began a discusIn winter, though, it was the bane of their existence
sion on the shrinking supply of Louis L’Amour paperbacks
with snow and the winds at times nearing one hundred
which led to an oral reconstruction of the novels, piece by
knots (115.2 mph). Using the outhouse in winter was somepiece, as each had read it in the outhouse after tearing out
thing of a dilemma for them. It was imperative that they
the pages. In the telling of the novel, they learned who had
not spend too much time there for fear of freezing various
been thrifty and who had been extravagant in the use of
body parts, and the only toilet paper available consisted
the toilet paper by the amount of narrative each contribof pages ripped out of Louis L’Amour paperback novels.
uted to the overall telling of the story – but all was forSince reading material was extremely scarce and theregiven in the revelations as they all finally heard… the rest
fore valuable, the pages were devoured and mulled over
of the story!
in trying to figure out the tale that it told on the front and
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An Old Island Ranch
Was up in Alaska, out Kodiak way~
With limited work and dwindling pay~
Two hundred dollars… I had to my name~
Stuck on Kodiak, the island of fame.
We barely had fare to get back to Seward~
There was something about this place we’d been lured.
I’d been here once, I’d seen it before~
I couldn’t wait to get back for more.
Faced with embarrassment of calling back home~
Asking for help and quite possibly a loan.
We’d heard of a cattle ranch out to the west~
This sounded all right, it might suit us best.
A LCS landing craft became our new home~
For better than two weeks, we chose not to roam.
The boat was tied up a short walk from town~
Killed time and hung out for a trip westward bound.
The stories we heard in the galley at night~
Kept us hanging around for adventure’s first flight.
It took so long to gather supplies~
We were starting to see through numerous lies.
I think deep down, we sensed something wrong~
But the urge for adventure was running too strong.
The day soon arrived when the weather was clear~
We both felt uneasy, killing time around here.
We loaded the plane and flew to the west~
A life of isolation would be our next test.
Loaded to the hilt with groceries and snoose~
We’d be flying in style in an old Grumman Goose.
Sitkalidak Island… touchdown… McCord Bay~
What we’d seen so far guaranteed that we’d stay.
What kind of cowboy would meet our bush plane?
What a place to survive in the Kodiak rain!
Out on a gravel bar, unruly and rough~
Wearing pink pedal pushers, contrasting with the tough.
His odd appearance could have scared us away~
But it wasn’t enough, we were destined to stay.
Wearing clothes left behind that he’d found in the
cabin~
By some other man’s woman, not sure just what happened.
Long hair down his back and a handlebar mustache~
Eight months of growth, out here by himself.
A forty-four pistol made him look awfully mean~
Just like Charles Manson, with hair not so clean.
A Jordan Valley cowboy, “redneck,” I suspect~
He was far from clean-cut with his manner and dress.
A rare trip to town with his hair all slicked back~
Bear grease on his mustache for girls he’d attract.
He rolled his own smokes from a Bull Durham sack~
He looked like a hippie and got a few laughs.
He’d been roping and cutting wild bulls by himself~

A difficult task without any help.
Took most of a month to catch us a horse~
They ran with the wind, in defiance, of course.
Stuck on this island with no skiff and no plane~
Month after month ‘til it all seemed the same.
We had to think hard to remember the month~
A watch on our wrist didn’t interest us much.
Who would have known, our clothes would rot off~
We sewed them with sealskin and gave it no thought.
Eleven months of growth, long hair down our backs~
We created from scratch, the items we lacked.
Our dogs went wild to live with the fox~
They found the steel trap in the school of hard knocks.
We traded some beef for two-month old mail~
We studied it close to sort out the tale.
Our grub ran low and forced us to hunt~
The beach was our source for whatever we’d want.
Number three-jet fuel to burn in our lamps~
Short days and long nights to read paperbacks.
Our outhouse was flushed by the tide every day~
The beach and the mountains positioned to stay.
The horse moved us quickly from creek-bed to beach~
We studied a tide-book for lessons it’d teach.
We each packed a hog-leg, inviting no lip~
A small disagreement and gunplay could hit.
A forty-four pistol and gear for the rain~
That’s all we received for twelve months of pay.
In the middle of nowhere, remote from the rest~
Isolation’s the reason I think I’m a mess.
I like open spaces without a big crowd~
Seclusion is precious wherever it’s found.
There’re times when this rat race makes me want to
quit~
Head north to Alaska for time to forget.
So I get sentimental each time I look back~
When life was so simple on Sitkalidak.
We found high adventure when we took a chance~
Chasing wild cattle on an old island ranch.
January 2013
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River Guides
(This poem is dedicated to the hearty men and women who have
heard their calling to the wild and proudly answered it.)

O’r the savage rapids swift, in rafts and boats they glide,
Dauntless buccaneers of rivers wild, cascading down the
mountain side.
Fearless crusaders, white water invaders, the pirates of
the West,
Tamers of raging rivers wild, oarsmen elite, the very
best.
Lend unto us your wisdom, engage us with your downhome wit,
Share with us your river’s lore, whilst ‘round your
campfires we all sit.

Nobody’s Home
It occurs to me when I pass by this place
How our lives have changed to a more hectic pace~
The doors have fallen, the wind has moved in
A fine, simple life they had back then~
Wind and weather have altered her youth
Brush and briar camo the proof~
Amibitious dreamers from yesterday’s past
Too many battles for hard times to pass~
The animals are gone but it once was a zoo
It’s awfully quiet and there’s nothing to do~
A haven for happy kids with their chores
Nobody’s at home on this farm anymore~
~ Dana Graves

Long Nights
tucked away in nightly sanctuary
slumbering, slumbering sound
we are at once two who are most civilized and courtly
and two who are of a different sort of kingdom:
we are genteel lord and lady taking our turn in a dance
we are two bears in our den.
we are right
in our mutual right
to what is only a long and lovely
winter night
~ Kristen Hendricks
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Unto you our lives we trust, through canyons boulderstrewn and deep,
‘Neath a canopy of stars we lay, as babes in mangers,
softly we sleep.
Take us where the eagles soar, show us where the
ospreys nest,
Make us one with the wilderness, we’re so proud to be
your guest.
Row us where the big ones lurk and cook them for us
to eat,
Enrich our lives through your work, in blazing Sun or
driving sleet.
Give us memories that we’ll keep, for when we’re old
and grey,
We’ll relive the times we spent on rivers wild and far
away.
Blessed with patience, near eternal; strong, robust, a
kindred spirit,
Instill in us your love of nature, help us live it, make us
hear it.
River Guides, oh River Guides, keep pristine these wild
places.
River Guides oh River Guides, may long you live in
God’s good graces.
~ Michael J Barker

Waiting
By Karen Wickham

M

y son is waiting for a baby. He has waited a long
time. Next year he turns 40. Adults are fond of asking children what they want to be when they grow up.
Their charmed answers are rarely predictors of real life,
but my son hasn’t wavered from his little guy candid response: “I want to be a Daddy.” He and his childhood
sweetheart have been trying to become pregnant many
years and waiting. No doubt, with longing, envy and delight, my son watched his two sisters produce five children between them. Enthralled, I watch his patience and
tenderness with these little ones, miraculously neutralizing most scuffles between the cousins. They adore him.
Medical science has failed to discover why the magic of
conception escaped this couple. Years pass. A last resort,
they determine to try in vitro fertilization... several times.
Full of hope they join an infertility support group while
enduring medical procedures, grueling hormonal rollercoasters, pain and monthly heartbreaking disappointments.
Angry and discouraged they watch group members gleefully announce their long-hoped-for pregnancies. Ultimately they grieve the bitter loss of hope for ever having
their very own progeny.
They have started the adoption process. This resolve
includes its own years of waiting, painful decisions and
letdowns. Not many mothers-to-be are giving up their babies these days and those who make that heart-rending
decision are not only few, but extremely particular, as they
should be – a seller’s market, so to speak. Their adoption
agency has it’s own specific, careful requirements for the
best possible outcome. They insist on stable housing and
steady income for starters. My son and his wife quit their
jobs a year ago to begin building their nest, miles away, to
be closer to her family. They never doubted their enviable
credentials and years of professional experience would
be marketable anywhere. After many months, my daughter-in-law finally found a challenging job in her field. A
year has passed. My son continues to look, apply... wait.
The agency will visit their home on Tuesday to pass
judgment on its environmental suitability for rearing a
child. This weekend, together they will scour and beautify their little apartment to make the best impression.
According to my son, “Chocolate chip cookies baking in
the oven, just before the examiners arrive could help.” A
colorful brochure, complete with their smiling faces in
various domestic poses, and captions aimed to sell themselves as potentially awesome parents, is now on-line,
awaiting glossy printouts. They have acquired their 1-800
number to be 100% available to a birth mother whenever
she chooses to call to interview them. When a young
woman decides on this couple and signs the contract, she,
the birth mother, will be part of a threesome, an integral
part of their family, Such as “Auntie Sue.” She will be

welcomed for frequent visits, photos exchanges, updates
and other inclusions into parenting the baby she birthed.
Years ago, two of my friends, Lenore and Mary Ellen,
and countless others, finding themselves pregnant and
panicked, had a radically different experience. Sent away
to a distant relative or undisclosed location, the terrified
girl had few rights. Usually the baby was whisked away
immediately after birth, often before she even knew if the
infant she just delivered was a little boy or girl. All was
secret hush-hush; a child out of wedlock, considered so
shaming – kept so secret – most friends and family were
not aware a baby had even been born. Records were
guarded – poorly kept or lost. Today we know guilt can be
a sad aftermath of a young woman experiencing an abortion. Few talk however, or perhaps even remember, the
trauma, guilt, secret shame, grief and loneliness of the unsupported young woman signing her baby over to strangers and going home with empty arms. Such barbaric practices have produced a whole sub-culture of mothers looking for their children and children searching for their
moms. How incredibly sad.
Recently, I asked my son how long they might wait for
“the perfect match”. He said maybe two years, hopefully
less. How precious the gift, the miracle of a child. How
awesome my privilege of parenting three. My son still
waits in line for his turn at Daddyhood. I am waiting on
tip-toe, scanning the crowd for the day I get to be the proud,
grateful Gramama of my son and daughter-in-law’s precious little one – so well worth the wait.

The Song of the Nail
(We just became aware that when we published this poem for Patty
in the Winter 2010 issue, we left off the last line.We apologize, Patty!)

Have you ever listened
To the song of the nail?
A sturdy hammer,
A long, bright, shiny nail.
A thick, strong plank
Of redwood or cedar—
With each stroke of the hammer,
The tones rise on the scale.
Baritone to tenor,
They sing out—
ping….Ping….PING..!..!
Music for the Carpenter’s soul!
~ Patty Byers
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My First Truck
By Gene Conrad

I

think many people have good memories of their first car.
Mine happened to be a pickup truck. It was an early 1955
Chevy half-ton pickup. It was beer bottle brown with a white
grill, a five-window cab and a one-piece, curved windshield
instead of the flat, split windshields of the earlier models.
The engine was an inline 6-cylinder 230 CID engine.
The guy I got it from was a couple of years ahead of me
in school. I think I traded my 100cc Yamaha racing go-cart
and $50 for it. He took mostly shop classes and had fixed up
several old Chevy trucks while in high school. They weren’t
show-quality restorations, but they were pretty good for a
high school kid on a budget. This particular truck was one
that he had supposedly hit a deer with on the way to school
one day, bending up the right front fender a bit. He pulled it
right into the auto shop and by lunch time had “bondo-ed”
and repainted it. The rumor was that he didn’t want his dad
to know about hitting the deer. I also found out later that the
same pickup held the local reverse gear burnout record. Some
of my classmates questioned my sanity or intelligence in getting that rig, but I didn’t care. In my eyes it was pretty cool.
I had a job at an auto parts store in Eugene called Knecht’s
Discount Auto Parts. (pronounced “connects”) I was one of
their better customers there for a while, too. I think the first
thing I did was find some aluminum-slotted mags rims with
wide, meaty tires for it. The rear tires were eleven inches
wide and the front ones were eight inches wide. The flattread style of the tires really caused the truck to wander along
every bump and high spot on the road, so driving was a little
squirrely at times.
I also went through the brake system, replacing all of the
wheel cylinders, the master cylinder and the emergency brake
cables. Later on I was really glad I had done that because the
brakes went out just as I was slowing down to pull into Rob
Edward’s house. I mashed the e-brake pedal to the floor, locking up the back wheels. We went a little sideways and slid
across his driveway and stopped just short of the telephone
junction box that served the local homes. I think one of the
old brake lines had blown so I replaced them all.
The original transmission was a “three-on-the-tree” type.
That meant that it was a stick-shift transmission, but instead
of the stick-shift coming out of the floor, it came off of the
right-hand side of the steering column, kind of like some automatic transmission shifters are today. But, instead of having a simple straight line movement of the lever to shift, the
motion was an “H” pattern like a stick-shift on the floor would
be. Not long after I got the truck, it started popping out of
second gear. A local farmer heard about that and offered to
sell me a transmission that was sitting in his field for $50.
It was a four-speed tranny out of a one-ton truck. I had to
find a V-8 bell-housing at a wrecking yard, but once I did, it
bolted right up. That was the easy part. Then I had to figure
out a new drive-line with a carrier-bearing and modify the
clutch linkage. None of these parts were stock on the truck,
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so I had to figure out how to make and mount everything. I
had a custom drive-line made at a machine shop and was
pretty proud of how it turned out. I had to figure most of it
out on my own and it was a great learning experience for a
16-year-old kid. The tranny was pretty low-geared and that
was probably a good thing because it kept my speed down a bit.
The seats were original, and they were pretty much just a
bunch of coil springs with a thin pad and layer of vinyl over
them. That combined with the fact that there were no seat
belts and since the shocks had stopped working years ago,
your head was going to bang the ceiling pretty hard if you
didn’t watch out. The head-liner (upholstery on the ceiling)
was long gone, so when my noggin connected with the ceiling it sounded like a Chinese gong went off and the stars I
saw were like fireworks. I learned where the bad bumps in
the road were and hunkered down a bit so that I didn’t get
clonked. There was one spot where you really had to watch it
because there were three monkey-bumps in a row and by the
third bump you were going up pretty hard when the truck
was coming down. Not only was the instant headache pretty
severe, the squirrely steering made it kind of exciting because you couldn’t help but move the wheel a bit while
whanging your head on the ceiling. I guess I never really
thought of slowing down, although while bouncing up and
down, my foot would come off of the throttle and my knees
would hit the bottom of the dash. I think all that held me in
was my death grip on the steering wheel.
I installed a “crankin’ Kraco” stereo in it, but even turned
up full blast, you really couldn’t hear the music over the engine and gear noise from the transmission. I also put in a
barefoot-throttle-pedal cover and matching dimmer-switch
cover, as well as turn-signals since they were not standard on
that year of pickup.
The windshield wipers were vacuum-operated, not electric. That meant that whenever you accelerated, the wipers
would stop. In other words, they only worked when you didn’t
need them.
The floor of the bed was stock, wood boards between
metal strips. The boards were rotted out, so I just laid a piece
of plywood in there.
Other than that, it was in great condition! I think I sold it
for $600 after having it for a year or so. I think first cars are
usually symbolic to us of newfound freedom and they give
us a first taste of the challenges and responsibilities that come
with that freedom. Maybe they represent a time when our
lives were simpler. Do I miss those times a bit? Yes, I do. But
even if I still had that old truck and it would be fun to drive
sometimes, it was still just a stepping-stone to better things.
It would not work well for me today, just as the serendipitous
lifestyle of the time would not work well today. It’s good to
remember the stepping-stones of the past – it helps us to have
satisfaction in today and hope for tomorrow.

Summer’s a Fantasy

Town Tragedy

Summer’s a fantasy,
a mid-annual dream,
a lazy warm slumber
on life’s tepid stream.

Big Joe could hold his likker,
he was a drinkin’ man.
Corn squeezin’s by the jug full,
store beer drunk can by can.

Springtime’s forgotten
with blossoms anew,
rocked in May’s cradle
as June’s spirit grew.

He staggered home on a chilly night,
left his car right where it stood.
She’d be waitin’ with fire in her eyes,
the whole town understood.

Independence of thought
found root in July
The hothouse of August
came lumbering by.
The onset of Autumn
blew in on a breeze
with bright bronze and yellows
flaming the trees.
The dead heat of summer
was hard to remember,
when bearing the crisp
harsh snap of September.
The crispy Fall air
was chilling and numbing
toward the end of the month
see October coming.

Near five-long-mile, home from town
Joe wore plumb out half-way,
Laid his head on cold, cold ground,
And slept ‘til break of day.
Stopped at the crick to wash up clean,
The crick was runnin’ high.
He fell in deep and washed downstream
and knew he was gonna die.
Powerful service for poor old Joe,
The preacher spouted long.
His wife cried tears the whole durn time,
we sang the Amazin’ song.
Joe’s favorite bar has closed down tight,
his wife has sued the state.
He rests in peace, dried out at last,
of booze, of crick, sans mate.
~ Gus Daum

Death knell’s a’ringing
you can almost hear it,
as the drab shroud of snow
envelopes the spirit.
Bare limbs are covered
drooping and bending.
Winds wheezing and coughing
bode of the year’s ending.
But through snow and sleet
the small seed of life,
as in winter wheat
lies buried in ice,
yet waits for the day
To spring forth again
in the green fields of May.
~ Woes’ Kitchen
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Do You Know Me?
By Dale Dickson

H

i there! You may know me, I’m the guy you may see
at the market, the ball game, or just driving around
your neighborhood. I am a professional burglar, but you’ll
never know me, I hope.
I’m looking for houses that indicate their occupants
are out of town. Obvious signs are unmowed lawns, newspapers strewn near the front door, outside lights turned on
during the daylight hours, and blinds closed, blocking the
windows. Hopefully the house will be in an isolated area
of the community.
I casually drive through the neighborhood in my inconspicuous vehicle, searching for obvious victims.
Once located, I wait until dark when it is unlikely
people may be strolling about. If it is raining, so much the
better. I ease my vehicle next to the house, positioned for
a quick getaway.
When I am assured there is no one nearby, I carry a
tote to haul my loot, rapidly approach a convenient door,
and quickly use any of my array of tools to gain entry.
With a small flashlight to light my way, I head for
the bedrooms, searching for jewelry in drawers and boxes. I toss them in
my pouch
and make a hasty exit, picking
up any
small electronic devices I can
carry. That was an easy
score and I’ve got a
lot of valuable loot.
I’m in and
out in less than
five minutes,
into my vehicle, and
down the
road, heading for my
next pursuit of
riches.
Could it be your
house?
OH! OH!
Red and blue flashing lights on a
police car falling in behind me, then a brief wail of a siren,
ordering me to pull over.
Shortly after stopping I was out of my vehicle, placed
under arrest, with my hands cuffed behind my back. Then
I was placed in the police car and driven to the police station, just the start of my jail time.
I later discovered a vigilant resident had observed
me entering the house, called 911, and gave them a description of my vehicle and license number.
The rest is history, as I write this from my jail cell.
Thanks to an alert citizen, my lucrative career as a
burglar has come to an abrupt end.
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T

he previous story is fictional, based on the author’s
experience and interviews with actual policemen and
women. Here are ideas from the professionals to better
protect your home:
Each year in the United States there are more than
five million home burglaries. Nine out of ten of these
crimes are preventable. The risk of being burglarized can
be greatly reduced by taking simple steps to make your
home more difficult to enter and less enticing to would-be
burglars. Remember the greatest weapons in the fight to
prevent burglaries are light, time and noise.
Light: Be certain that exterior lights are mounted out of
reach, so burglars cannot easily unscrew bulbs. If you are
away for an extended period of time, do not have your
exterior lights turned on during daylight hours. This is welcoming to a burglar. Consider buying motion-sensitive or
dusk-to-dawn lights, which are available at reasonably low
prices. Use a variable timer to activate lights inside your
home. Trim trees and shrubs near doors and windows so
burglars cannot hide in the shadows.
Time: Make it time-consuming for a burglar to break
into your home by installing deadbolt locks on all exterior
doors. Install double key locks in doors which contain
glass. This will keep a burglar from being able to open the
door simply by breaking the glass and reaching through to
an inside door knob. Place additional locks on all windows and patio doors.
Noise: Get a dog. You don’t need a large attack dog; even
a small dog hopefully creates a disturbance that burglars
hope to avoid. Consider having someone care for your
dog in your home while you are away, instead of boarding
it. If you can afford it, install an alarm system that will
alert neighbors of a burglar’s presence. Many systems can
even summon local police directly. Have a radio, tuned to
a talk show, playing in two rooms. A burglar may hear the
voices and be scared off, believing there are people in the
house.
Justin Case: (Justin Case is a friend you should keep
close to you.) Close all interior doors while away, even for
a short time. This serves two purposes. If you enter your
house and find any open doors, which a burglar probably
will not close in his haste, get out and call the police. Also,
the closed doors will confine a fire for a short time to the
room in which it originated.
If you plan to be away for some time, arrange the
possibility of having a neighbor park a vehicle in your
driveway.
It is wise to take some precautions which will help

you get your property back should a criminal successfully
break into your home: Make a list of your belongings (be
sure to keep receipts, especially for expensive items like
stereos and computers). Keep copies of your inventory
list and receipts in a safe deposit box or with a friend.
(This is also important in the event of a house fire.) Photographing and/or videotaping your possessions is a convenient way to keep a record of your possessions. Engrave your valuables with an identification mark to deter
burglary and to prove ownership should the article be stolen and recovered by the police.
Heeding these words of advice may prevent you from
being a burglar’s next victim.

The Family
They arrived in a sporty white convertible:
The beautiful blond young woman
And the dark Greek god beside her.
Their children sat upright in the back seat,
So sweetly eager to romp on the beach.
One was blond like the lady,
The other dark like the man.
I think the dark one was a black lab.
I don’t know what breed the blond was.
~ Mary Lou Bennett

Aunt Evelyn
Poor old Aunt Evelyn
whose cheap cloth slippers stank
I forgave, being kin,
those odors slightly rank.
Those cheap cloth slippers stank.
She offered me her home
with odors slightly rank.
Now I was on my own.
Glad she’d offered her home
I’d left my mother’s side.
Happily on my own,
sometimes I’d tried to hide
that my Mom took to drink.
My refuge, being kin,
I’d learned to thank and think:
“Dear old Aunt Evelyn.”
~ Jean Marie Purcell
The pantoum is a form of poetry similar to a villanelle in that
there are repeating lines throughout the poem. It is composed of
a series of quatrains; the second and fourth lines of each stanza
are repeated as the first and third lines of the next.This pattern
continues for any number of stanzas, except for the final stanza,
which differs in the repeating pattern.The first and third lines of
the last stanza are the second and fourth of the penultimate; the
first line of the poem is the last line of the final stanza, and the
third line of the first stanza is the second of the final. Ideally, the
meaning of lines shifts when they are repeated although the
words remain exactly the same: this can be done by shifting
punctuation, punning, or simply recontextualizing.
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Cookin’ With Jen

I

have been poking around my old recipes and cookbooks
to find our readers a representation of what winter eating was like in older times. Inspired by the Ken Burns’ documentary, “The Dust Bowl,” I looked at recipes with a particular eye of doing more with less.
My own family tree was not immune to the famine of
the Dust Bowl Era. Though my grandmother’s people lived
in Nebraska, they cobbled together a good life for themselves until they immigrated West and we even have family
recipes that survive from that time. Many of this issue’s recipes are from immigrants to Oregon who did what they could
with what they had. I publish here recipes from 1909’s The
Oregonian Good Housekeeping Everyday Cook Book (The Reilly
and Brittain Co., Portland, OR,1909)
This book is peculiar to its time in that it begins with a
rudimentary discussion of the science of food, a subject
newly emerging in 1909. It breaks down the parts of food
matter-of-factly into carbohydrates, proteins, etc., but what
makes it funny is that such building blocks are so common
to us now; these things are what we learn in elementary
school! A cookbook, even at that time, had to be more than
just preparing food. It also contains a detailed section on
preparing the kitchen and how to clean things so that food
is sanitary. Reading old cookbooks can be a window into
what daily life was really like for the people who took care
of the households. That’s one reason why I love them.
A handwritten chart, in pencil, inside the book on a “Memorandum” page is a glimpse of what a thrifty housewife did
to make her budget stretch:

Beans, Soups, etc.
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Salt and Pepper with all; pinch of sugar and few drops lemon
juice are often used as final seasonings to develop flavors.
As most things at that time were made from scratch, the
book contains a large number of breads and pastry recipes.
This Popover recipe would go well with the bean soups:

Popovers
Sift together one cup of sifted flour, one-fourth teaspoon of salt; gradually beat in a cup of milk and an
egg beaten until light. Beat two minutes, and bake
about half hour in a gem pan (cupcake tin), buttered, in fast (350 degree) oven.

They might finish with a simple lettuce salad, to which
they would add these Cheese Balls:

Cheese Balls for Salad
To two packages of Neufchatel Cheese, add onehalf teaspoon of onion juice and two tablespoons
of lemon juice. Add a dash of ground tabasco if desired. Mold into small balls and serve with lettuce
or salad.

This Old House
By Pat Edwards
(I first wrote the following essay in 1991, when Lane County proposed to tear down or move our family home when the restructure of
Lorane Highway was being planned. Fortunately, the county decided to widen the road to the west and we only lost part of what has
always been the front yard. The house now belongs to our daughter Michele and her husband Brian Kau and their three girls, Stephanie,
Linsey and Hayley. It has harbored and nurtured two generations of our family there since Jim and I first bought it in 1966.)

(1991)...
o one knows how old she really is. A good guess
would be 80 or 90 years. For the 25 years that Her
family has known Her, She has been all tomboy – definitely not the debutante sort. Her exterior is rather scruffy
and pretty much devoid of makeup. But, there has always
been a life and gaiety within Her. For the past 25 years
She has embraced those who love Her, sheltering them
from not only Mother Nature’s storms, but the storms of
life as well. Only recently has She begun to take on some
adornments. There has been so little time until now.
Life around Her has never been dull. There were four
children to raise into adulthood. Over the years, in addition to those kids and their parents, She has taken to Her
bosom the cousin who was expelled from school for smoking marijuana; the foreign exchange student who spent a
school year with them; the two huge football players from
California who stayed with them while going to college;
two teenage girls who needed a home; and a whole variety
of friends who “spent the night.”
When They first came in 1966, They slapped a coat of
paint on Her and got most of the trim done. They planted
a couple of trees in the yards surrounding Her and tried to
grow a few flowers. But in the early years, the care and
feeding of four kids, tending the huge vegetable garden,
doing the farm chores, canning in the summer and many
other activities, left little time for helping Her to gain much
charm or beauty. And then there was Brigitte, that beautiful, gentle St. Bernard, like Peter Pan’s Nana, who helped
to take care of the kids and to keep the peace, but who also
had no awareness of or respect for those few flowers and
shrubs surrounding Her. Then there were the succession
of 4-H animals – steers, heifers, rabbits, and sheep – who
were brought into Her yards for their baths, grooming and
training sessions, not to mention the ponies and horses
that became members of the family. All contributed to Her
tomboy appearance. But, oh! how much love permeated
through Her and around Her!
The children are all grown now. The days of the hectic
schedules of football, volleyball and basketball games,
track meets, gymnastics and music lessons, 4-H meetings
and fairs, booster club meetings, school board meetings,
P.T.C. and Parent Network meetings have passed.
It has only been in the past few years that They have
been able to concentrate their efforts in making a swan

N

out of the ugly duckling. She has been given a new exterior and awaits Her new coat of paint. Plans have been
drawn for a new kitchen; new carpeting was planned. She
has new windows and a new front door. Her yards have
been fenced and manicured. The dandelions are almost
gone. Best of all, She now has flower beds with blooms
from early spring through the fall. Her trees have become
graceful and provide cool shade in the summer. There is a
peace and serenity about Her. She has done Her job well.
But, her time for grace may not be. If the county follows through on its current plans, Their beloved tomboy
of a home will be gone. Modern life dictates that the ground
on which She has rested for so long must be used for a
bigger, wider highway. She cannot be moved. She would
not be the same. The damage that would be caused to Her
by a move would require life support measures to keep
Her going. Though a tomboy, She still possesses a dignity
– one which would not allow the humiliation of standing
on an island surrounded by asphalt, or being moved to a
sight foreign to Her.
Because cars need to speed and bicycles need a safe
place to be ridden, she must go – and They must grieve.
The house on Lorane Highway was given a reprieve and has
now been remodeled, painted, inside and out, and the structural
underpinnings have been strengthened and replaced, thanks to
our son-in-law Brian Kau. Even though Jim and I sold it to Brian
and Michele and moved to a smaller place so that our grandkids
could be raised there, it will always be home to us... pe

Me and You
me and you
I am all nonsense, as you are all common
in that least common of ways.
you, with precision, see all with crisp lines
while I am wont to dance in a haze
we must complement, no, yes, supplement
until we fall into laughter
at the absurdity of our differences,
in this, our happily hereafter
~ Kristen Hendricks
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This Man’s Paradise
By Hayden Larsen

M

“Dragon Cat” aka Pearl. Photograph by Riley Chambers, age
11. Riley is a 6th grade student at Fern Ridge Middle School.

“Darth Vader at Disneyland,” 2012. Photograph taken by
Quinn Chambers, age 7. Quinn is a 2nd grader at Veneta
Elementary.
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y home, a nice piece of land in the small community
of Crow, where everyone knows everybody, is located on a forested hill. It’s a paradise to all who know it.
My family’s house sits in the middle of a dense mix of
maple and evergreen trees, where the smell of pine is intoxicating. The call of Red-winged Blackbirds echo
throughout the forest, while in the lower pastures, you can
hear the soft melody of the Song Sparrow. The leaves rustle
as the white-tailed deer run through the woods and the
laughing call of a Pilliated Woodpecker echoes through
the forest. The croaking of the bull frogs bellow across the
water of the old pond, while the rattling sound of the kingfisher and the haunting call of the wood duck can be heard
overhead.
The squeaking call of chipmunks and squirrels can be
heard as they search for acorns and nuts to store for winter.
On occasion the hooting of an owl can be heard at night as
it flies through the woods in its constant search for prey.
Field mice scurry through the pasture as they hurry through
their runways picking up grain and insects, which they
hungrily stuff into their cheeks. The muskrat can be seen
as it maneuvers through its watery domain, searching for
reeds and other aquatic plants on which to feed. California
Quail can be seen as they run for cover to avoid being a
potential snack for coyotes that are a danger on the ground.
The Red-Tailed Hawks, who patrol the skies looking for a
decent meal, become a danger from above.
All of the creatures, big and small live within this paradise where life and death is a way of life.
Not too long ago, a storm came. It hit with lightning
speed and intensity; branches were ripped from trees. Trees
toppled to the ground and the pastures were flooded so
that all the field mice drowned, their bodies floating on the
surface while the water slowly drained into the drainage
outlet. When the storm settled, the road was littered with
broken branches, tree limbs and, occasionally, a large portion of a tree that broke off during the storm. It made everything look like it had been hit by a tornado. As the days
went by after the storm, we slowly picked up the broken
pieces around our home and life soon came back to its
former glory.
The creatures of the forest also began to recover from
the storm. Soon field mice repopulated the pastures and
the Song Sparrow resumed singing its melodious song to
all who would listen.
Throughout our lives when storms come and winds
blow, God helps us pick up the shattered pieces and comforts us in our sorrows. Then, we too can sing our own
sweet song.

~ Nick DeAngelo
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A Look Back In Time

Community News

T

his quiet time of the year is a great time to break into
a new book. There are so many, many programs at
the Fern Ridge Library that we can’t list them all here,
so please go to http://www.fernridgelibrary.org for full details.
Here are a few highlights...
“Stitch Wits” is a gathering of people who crochet, knit,
needlepoint, quilt, etc., who would like to share and fellowship
together. It meets each Tuesday and Saturday at 1:00 p.m.
Each month, the Library hosts a free Movie night,
usually on the last Friday of the month; and now, look for
the new projection screen for a theater effect!
All kinds of groups use the Library – the Veterans
meet in the conference room on the second and fourth
Tuesdays at 10 a.m.
Come enjoy your library. We are blessed with one of
the best libraries in the county.

Photo of a remote cabin on the plains.
Original photography by Richard Emery, San Diego, CA

I

f you’re longing for fresh produce and handmade crafts
but want to shop locally, look no further than the Village Table on Dunham in Veneta. An ever-changing assortment of local crafts, art and home goods is for sale
along with fruit and vegetables from local farms and homes.
I’ve even seen local honey and preserves. Look to them to
help round out your local food pantry this winter and maybe
pick up a treat or two. Open Tuesday-Friday from 12:00 to
6:00 p.m. and Saturdays from 10:00 a.m to 6:00 p.m.

T

he Rural Arts Center Movie Nights in Lorane are
still going strong! We’re about halfway through the
season with some great shows to come.
• January 12: The Prestige (2006) PG-13, starring Christian Bale, Hugh Jackman, Scarlett Johanssen, Michael Caine
• February 9: Shorts Night (A selection of short films,
various ratings. The first half is “family-friendly,” the second half more mature.)
• March 9: Being There (1971) starring Peter Sellers
and Shirley MacLaine.
They are held in the Lorane Grange, and the evenings
start with social hour at 6:00, which includes dinner of hearty
soup and bread; the movie follows at about 7:30. There is a
suggested donation of $7.00 for adults and $5.00 for children 10 and under.

T

he Willamette Resources and Educational Network (WREN) in the West Eugene Wetlands at 751
S. Danebo Ave have a whole wetlands education center in
the works. They sponsor walks and talks about wetlands
education. From their website, http://www.wewetlands.org.
comes this:
“WREN Wetland Wanders are casual walks through
various West Eugene Wetlands sites each 2nd Tuesday
of every month. The Tsanchiifin Trail is named after
the local group of Kalapuya Native Americans that lived
in this area. This Wetland Wander will be led by WREN
staff and volunteers.
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Meet us in the parking lot of the Red House at 751
S. Danebo Ave. Participants should bring water, sun
hat (or rain gear) and wear sturdy shoes. No registration required. WREN will provide binoculars.
For more information call 541-338-7047 or email
info@wewetlands.org. FREE!”
January 8 will be this year’s first walk, followed by
February 12 and March 12; all set for 9:00 to 10:30 a.m.

S

peaking of walking, you may notice the new sidewalks
in Elmira are starting to take shape. There is a large
section of road that is being given new sidewalks. It will
make it much for safer pedestrians, certainly, and it makes
the town of Elmira look snappy, too.

I

f there are any readers who are interested in participating in the Oregon Country Fair, deadlines are approaching. Applications are available on the Fair website,
http://www.oregoncountryfair.org. The deadline for performers is February 15, and for crafters, February 1. Look
for volunteer opportunities on the Fair website; the organization does a lot of good philanthropic work for the West
Lane County Area. Groundwaters was lucky enough to
receive a grant, and you can see, while at the Fair, photos
at the philanthropy booth of projects that they have sponsored including our youth creative writing projects.

GAME
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